Column Pipes Accessories

Transparent Trust

Column Pipes Accessories for Submersible Pumps
COMPANY PROFILE

SHREE RAJ CORPORATION is a practically managed Company specially manufacturing of Superior Quality Column Pipes Accessories. Its products enjoy very good popularity & reputation among its invariably high standard quality of its products backed by expert workmanship.

A Young team of Technical Persons who are well experienced are carrying all operations in different stages of production.

The Company’s manufacturing plant is equipped with most modern facilities for production & quality control. The product undergoes stringent quality control tests at every stage of manufacturing which ensure it to be sure defect free when sent to customers. The company also provides prompt delivery.

SHREE RAJ CORPORATION Contemplates to expand its product range with Introduction of new technologies and products in the near future so as to have a sustained Growth.
Column Pipes Accessories for Submersible Pumps

- Fit male thread of C.I. Adaptor with female threads of Submersible pump using chain wrench.

- Fit male thread of Company's pump guard with female square threads of Adaptor and note joint Adaptor & pump guard with S.S. Flanch & S.S. Rod.

- Specially Designed S.S. Flanch & S.S. Rod joints with Adaptor & Pump guard acts as a motor jerk which increases the life of Pump & Column pipes.

- Specially Designed Adaptor for famous column pipes in Colour, PVC Coating, S.S. Chrome doing Processing system, so they are non-corrosive.

BLACK COLOUR  BLUE COLOUR  S.S CHROME  PVC COATED  S.S. NIPPLE

M.S. FLANCH  S.S. FLANCH
Heavy Duty & Long Life Durability
Specially Developed for Submersible Column Pipes
Suitable for Any Famous Company’s Column Pipes Fittings
Corrosion Resistance due to PVC Coating & Chrome Processing
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SHREE RAJ CORPORATION
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E-mail: info_shreerajcorporation@yahoo.in
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